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Abstract

The paper deals with the following question: when do the phenotypic evolutionarily stable state (ESS) and the evolutionarily

stable allele distribution (ESAD) coincide? It is supposed that for a sexual population, in dominant–recessive inheritance system, n

allele at one autosomal locus determine n possible pure individual phenotypes and each pure phenotype is obtained as the phenotype

of a homozygote. Under these conditions, earlier results of the authors imply that, if a phenotype distribution is an ESS then the

allele distribution generating it is an ESAD. In this paper, apart from a certain degenerate pay-off matrices, the inverse statement is

also proved: if a distribution is an ESAD then the corresponding phenotypic distribution is an ESS.

r 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The subject of classical evolutionary game theory is
phenotypic evolution. It deals with the selection situa-
tion when the pay-off (fitness) of a phenotype depends
on the relative frequencies of the competing phenotypes.
It turned out that the ‘‘final’’ state of phenotypic
evolution under such a selection is an evolutionarily
stable state (ESS). This concept, concerning asexual
populations, was introduced by Maynard Smith and
Price (1973) in the following way. A state of a
population is called evolutionarily stable if the sub-
population of rare mutants will have a mean fitness less
than that of the resident subpopulation. In this paper
phenotypic selection will be modelled by an evolution-
ary matrix game with a pay-off matrix A (akl is the pay-
off to the k-th pure phenotype in its conflict with the l-th

pure phenotype, k; lA1;m), using the following formal
definition of ESS.

Definition 1. A qnASn is called an ESS if the following
two conditions hold.

Equilibrium condition: for all qASn we have
qnAqn

XqAqn:
Stability condition: if for some qASn with qaqn we

have qnAqn ¼ qAqn then qnAq > qAq.

(For the different definitions of ESS see, e.g. Vickers
and Cannings, 1987; Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1988, 1998.)
Maynard Smith (1981) also raised the following

question. Will a sexual population evolve to an ESS?

Cases are known in the literature when it will, and
others when it will not (see Maynard Smith, 1981; Eshel,
1982; Cressman, 1988; Cressman et al., 1996; Hammer-
stein, 1996; Weissing, 1996; Garay and Varga, 1998a, b).
Even, in a one-locus two-allele system, the genetic
constraints can prevent the sexual population from
realizing the ESS.
Hence, two questions arise:

1. What kind of inheritance systems will guarantee that
a given evolutionarily stable phenotypic state (ESS)
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of an asexual population will be the phenotypic image
of an evolutionarily stable allele distribution
(ESAD)? (For the definitions ESAD see Section 2.)

2. If there exists an ESAD, what kind of inheritance
systems will guarantee that the phenotypic image of
ESAD is an ESS?

The answer to question 1 is given in Theorem 1 below
which is a simple consequence of our earlier results.
Question 2 will be the main issue of the present paper.
We give the answers for the following biological
situation: a large, panmictic, diploid, Mendelian, sexual
population is considered in which each individual has a

fixed pure phenotype, which is uniquely determined by n

alleles at a single autosomal locus. Suppose that there is a
frequency-dependent game-theoretical conflict.
The answer to question 1 will be given by recalling the

solution of three subsequent problems.

Problem 1. What will be the uninvadable allelic state of
the evolution of a sexual population (no matter if it is
phenotypically an ESS or not)?

For the solutions of Problem 1 we start out from the
concept of ESAD, see Garay and Varga (1998a). An
allele distribution is called an ESAD if the mean fitness
of a subpopulation of rare mutant alleles is less than that
of the resident allele subpopulation. (For a formal
definition and a phenotypic interpretation of ESAD see
Section 2 below.) It is seen that both ESS and ESAD are
based on the Darwinian principle of uninvadability.
From the viewpoint of dynamic theory of evolution,
ESAD is an analogue to ESS because as an answer to
Problem 1 we have the following

Statement 1. Any ESAD is a locally asymptotically

stable equilibrium point of the replicator dynamics (2) [see

Section 2 below] of the alleles, Garay and Varga (1998a).

Thomas (1985a,b) introduced the so-called genetical

ESS (where both phenotypes and alleles have equal
fitness) and genic ESS (where only alleles have the same
fitness). The definition of ESAD is similar to that of
genic ESS.

Problem 2. When does a given ESS result from an
ESAD in the considered sexual population? As an
answer we have the following

Statement 2. Let us suppose that an ESS is generated by

an allele distribution in a unique way in a large, panmictic,

diploid, Mendelian, sexual population in which each

individual has a fixed pure phenotype, which is uniquely

determined by n alleles at a single autosomal locus. Then

this allele distribution is necessarily an ESAD (Garay and
Varga, 1998b).

For related statements see Cressman et al. (1996).
From mathematical viewpoint a linear independence
condition on the inheritance system function guarantees
the convergence to ESS in a sexual population. This
condition also implies the invertibility of the inheritance
system function near an interior equilibrium allele
distribution. A similar statement requiring a full rank
condition on the covariance matrix of the mean
strategies can be found in Hofbauer Sigmund (1998),
see also Hines and Bishop (1984a, b)
Under the condition of Statement 2, Statement 1

guarantees the sexual population to evolve to a given
ESS.

Problem 3. What kind of genotype–phenotype corre-
spondences (inheritance systems) will ensure the sexual
population to reach all possible phenotypic distributions
in genetic equilibrium?

Now we recall a part of the main theorem of Garay
and Garay (1998):

Statement 3. Let us consider a sexual population with

alleles A1, A2,y,An at a single locus. Suppose that each

of the possible n pure individual phenotypes is displayed by

a homozygote and the phenotypes of the heterozygotes are

determined in a dominant–recessive system. Then any

phenotype distribution of the sexual population is uniquely

obtained from a genotype distribution.

Since in an asexual population all states can be
realized without any genetic constraint, the above
statement can be reformulated as follows: if the
inheritance system is dominant–recessive then a sexual
population can uniquely realize the same phenotypic
states as the asexual one. We also notice that the ‘‘pure
individual phenotypes’’ determined by the n alleles can
be any phenotypic characters, in particular, mixed
behavioural phenotypes, as well.
Combining the above three statements we obtain the

following answer to the above question 1.

Theorem 1. Suppose that for a sexual population, in a

dominant–recessive inheritance system, n alleles at one

locus determine n possible pure individual phenotypes and

each pure phenotype is obtained as the phenotype of a

homozygote. If there exists an ESS then it results from a

unique allele distribution, which is an ESAD.

As a consequence, the sexual population phenotypi-
cally evolves to an ESS, at least locally.
In this paper we will give an ‘‘inversion’’ of the above

Theorem 1, providing a partial answer to question 2. In
the light of the above three Statements and Theorem 1,
throughout the paper we shall consider a large,
panmictic, diploid, Mendelian, sexual population in
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which there is a frequency-dependent game-theoretical
conflict. Suppose that each individual has a fixed pure
phenotype, which is uniquely determined by n alleles at a
single autosomal locus, each of the possible n pure
individual phenotypes is displayed by a homozygote and
the phenotypes of the heterozygotes are determined in a
dominant–recessive system. Cressman and Hines (1984)
considered the problem of dynamic attainability of ESS
in diploid populations with semi-dominant inheritance
pattern. We notice that the main body of the present
paper could be extended to semi-dominant systems.
In Section 2 we recall some basic definitions and

Lemmata of technical character for the considered
sexual population. Section 3 is the main body of the
paper, where we prove the missing part of the
equivalence theorem stating that in dominant–recessive
systems, expect for certain degenerate pay-off matrices,
ESAD and ESS are equivalent.

2. Evolutionary stability in sexual populations

2.1. Hereditary system function

For a mathematical description of the genetic system
we recall some definitions and introduce some notations
of Garay and Varga (1998a). Consider the elements of
the simplex Sn as distributions of alleles Ai (iA1; n). The
dyadic product xz of vectors x; zASn is defined by

xz :¼ ðx1z1; x1z2;y; x1zn;x2z1;x2z2;y;x2zn;y;xnz1;y; xnznÞ:

This vector describes the genotype distribution of
zygotes obtained by random mating of two gametes
coming from populations with respective allele distribu-
tions x and z: (Notice that the dyadic product is a
generalization of the Hardy–Weinberg distribution.)
Suppose that each genotype AiAj uniquely determines

a corresponding zygote phenotype sijASn; where n is
also the number of pure phenotypes, and the simplex Sn

is also interpreted as the set of all phenotype distribu-
tions. We also assume that each pure phenotype is
displayed by a homozygote. These two simplifying
assumptions also exclude genetic redundancy, which
would go beyond the scope of this paper. Let

S :¼ ðs11; s12;y; s1n; s21; s22;y; s2n;y; sn1; sn2;y; snnÞARn�n2

be the matrix composed from the distribution-vectors sij

as columns. In the particular case of a Mendelian
population sij ¼ sji ði; jA1; nÞ: S will also denote the so-
called hereditary system function defined as

S : Rn � Rn-Rn; Sxz :¼
X

i;j

xizjsij :

This is a composition of two functions: the internal
one (Rn � Rn-Rn2 ; ðx; zÞ/xz) describes the mating
system, the external function (Rn2-Rn) gives the

genotype distribution�phenotype distribution corre-
spondence. Let x and z be the respective allele
distributions of the male and female gamete popula-
tions. Then the biological meaning of Sxz is the
phenotype distribution corresponding to the genotype
distribution xz: In particular, Sxx is the phenotype
distribution corresponding to the allele distribution x in
Hardy–Weinberg genetic equilibrium.
The basic idea of our paper is the following. In the

asexual population ESS is distinguished in a certain way
among all nearby phenotypic states. Now, considering
the terminal allelic state of the sexual population, the
genetic constraints can prevent the corresponding
phenotypic zygote states from filling out a whole
neighbourhood of the phenotypic image of the terminal
allelic state, i.e. from realizing all perturbation of this
reference phenotypic state. (A phenotypic perturbation

means a change to nearby phenotypes.) We shall
investigate whether the fact that the phenotypic states
of the sexual population can ‘‘scan’’ the above
neighbourhood, will guarantee for the terminal state of
the sexual population to be phenotypic ESS.
As we recalled in the Introduction, in case of a

dominant–recessive inheritance system, for each pheno-
type qASn there exists a unique allele distribution pASn

generating this phenotype distribution q; i.e. q ¼ Spp:
Throughout this paper we will suppose that each pure
phenotype ek is displayed by a homozygote. (We
remark, it would be enough to assume the homozygotes
to have arbitrary but different phenotypes that are the
vertices of the convex set of all attainable phenotypic
states of the population.) We can suppose that
Sekek ¼ ek. For such hereditary systems, we shall need
the following technical

Lemma 1. In the considered population the dominant–

recessive inheritance guarantees that for all allele

distribution pnAint Sn there exists a neighbourhood of

phenotype distribution qn :¼ Spnpn such that for each

phenotype distribution q from this neighbourhood there

exist an allele distribution pASn such that Sppn ¼ q:

The proof can be found in the appendix. Below, for
technical reason, we shall use the following straightfor-
ward consequence of Lemma 1: if the hereditary system
is dominant–recessive then for a fixed allelic state
pnAint Sn and each phenotypic state qASn there exist
an allelic state pASn and cARþ such that cSðpn � pÞp� ¼
Spnpn � q: Clearly, the fact that all phenotypic pertur-
bations of an allele distribution pn are generated by S
does not imply that for all phenotypic state qASn there
exists pASn with Sppn ¼ q:
From the biological point of view, the meaning of

Lemma 1 is that the sexual population is able to
generate each ‘‘phenotypic perturbation direction’’
(q � qn with Spnpn ¼ qn) by a ‘‘genetic perturbation
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direction’’ (p � pn). In the genetic terms, the dominant–
recessive inheritance guarantees that each phenotypic
state qASn near qn ¼ Spnpn can be obtained as the
average phenotype of the population of zygotes result-
ing from the random mating of gamete populations with
respective allele distributions pnAint Sn and pASn:
Later we will also use the following properties of the

hereditary function.

Remark 1. Let vertices ek and ei of the allelic simplex
correspond to the alleles Ak and Ai; respectively. Based
on the additivity of the dyadic product we have

Sðek � pÞek ¼ Sekek � Spek ¼ skk �
X

i

sikpi:

If for all pia0 the allele Ak is recessive under allele Ai

(i.e. skkasik ¼ sii) then Sðek � pÞeka0: In this case
function S obviously generates all possible phenotypic
perturbation directions in the tangent space of the sub-
simplex spanned by ek and all vectors ei for which Ai is
dominant over Ak:

Moreover, if for all pia0 the allele Ak is dominant
over allele Ai (i.e. skk ¼ sik) then Sðek � pÞek ¼ 0: In this
case function S obviously generates all possible pheno-
typic perturbation directions in the tangent space of the
sub-simplex spanned by ek and all vectors ei for which
Ai is recessive under Ak; that is Sekek � Seieia0:

Remark 2. If pneint Sn is not a vertex then
Sðpn � pÞpna0 for all pASn with pi ¼ 0; provided
pn

i a0: It is enough to show that Sðp
n � ekÞpna0 for k

with pn
k ¼ 0: Indeed,

Sðpn � ekÞpn ¼ Spnpn � Spnek ¼
X

i;j
i;jak

sijp
n

i pn

j �
X

i
iak

sikpn

i :

Under our conditions the right end of the above chain
of equalities contains terms siip

*2

i þ 2sijp
n
i pn

j þ sjjp
*2

j �
sikpn

i � sjkpn
i which are not zero even if Ai and Aj are

dominant over Ak:

2.2. Evolutionarily stable allele distribution

If phenotypic selection takes place in a sexual
population, a reasonable definition of evolutionary
stability may be the following (Garay and Varga, 1998):

Definition 2. A pnASn is called an ESAD if for all xASn,

xapn sufficiently close to pn we have

ðSpnxÞAðSxxÞ > ðSxxÞAðSxxÞ: ð1Þ

The corresponding allele selection dynamics in our
notations reads

’xi ¼ xi½ðSeixÞAðSxxÞ � ðSxxÞAðSxxÞ	: ð2Þ

In biological terms, this explains how a sexual
population evolves towards an evolutionarily stable
allelic state (ESAD), see Statement 1 of the Introduc-
tion.
Below we shall give two biological interpretations of

ESAD. For this purpose let us recall the following
terminology. Suppose we are given an allele population
in state pnASn called resident state. A perturbation of
this population is considered as a result of the following
change: a small (e) part of the population is replaced by
a set of alleles with distribution p. The unchanged part
of the allele population is called the resident subpopula-

tion, the changed part is called the mutant subpopulation

and the new whole population is the perturbed popula-

tion. A possible interpretation of EASD is the following.
Let us introduce the marginal fitness of the allele in an
x-population as WiðxÞ :¼ ðSeixÞAðSxxÞ: Now inequality
(1) can be written as

P
i pn

i W ðxÞ >
P

i xiWiðxÞ: The latter
means that the average fitness of the resident allele
subpopulation is greater then that of the whole
perturbed population, if the perturbation is small
enough.
For another interpretation, with the notation of

the previous section, consider pnx which is the distri-
bution of zygotes obtained by random mating of
two gametes coming from populations with respective
allele distributions pn and x: The phenotypic inter-
pretation of inequality (1) is the following: the
average fitness of the whole allele population is less
than that of a pnx subpopulation, provided this
subpopulation plays against the whole, slightly per-
turbed population.
Notice that all x from a neighbourhood of pn can be

written in the form x ¼ ð1� eÞpn þ ep where p runs over
the set

C :¼ fpASnjpi ¼ 0 for same iAsup pðpnÞg:

Using the distributivity of the dyadic product and
rearranging inequality (1) we easily get

½Sðpn � pÞpn	A½Spnpn	

þ ef½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnpn	

� 2½Spnðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	g

þ e2f½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðp � pnÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	g

þ e3½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 > 0: ð3Þ

Lemma 2. Let us suppose that pnASn is an ESAD. Then

the following statements hold:
(a) Equilibrium condition: for all pASn we have

½Spnpn � Spnp	A½Spnpn	X0: ð4Þ
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(b) Stability condition: If for a pASn; papn in relation

(4) equality holds then

½Sðpn � pÞp	A½Spnpn	 � 2½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Spnp	X0: ð5Þ

If for a pASn; papn in relations (4) and (5) equality

holds then

2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	X0: ð6Þ

and if for a pASn; papn in relations (4)–(6) equality holds

then

½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 > 0: ð7Þ

(For a proof see Garay and Varga, 1998a.)

3. ESAD implying ESS in dominant–recessive systems

In this section we shall see that in dominant–recessive
systems, apart from degenerate pay-off matrices, ESAD
implies ESS. Below we shall investigate three main cases.

3.1. Case of an interior ESAD

Let pnAint Sn be an ESAD. Then by Lemma 1
dominant–recessive inheritance implies the existence of a
neighbourhood of phenotype distribution qn :¼ Spnpn

such that for each phenotype distribution q from this
neighbourhood there exists an allele distribution pASn

such that Sppn ¼ q: Hence the equilibrium condition of
interior ESAD implies that of interior ESS for qn: On
the other hand, it is well known (e.g. see Hofbauer and
Sigmund, 1998) that if qnAint Sn is an ESS then Aqn ¼
l1 where lAR and 1 :¼ ð1; 1; 1;y; 1ÞARn implying

A½Spnpn	 ¼ l1:

(Observe that the marginal fitnesses of all alleles are
equal if and only if the marginal fitnesses of all pure
phenotypes are equal.)
Now we shall show that qnAintSn also satisfies the

stability condition of ESS, under the following:
Regularity condition: ðqn � #qÞAðqn � #qÞa0 ðqASn;

#qaqnÞ required for the phenotypic pay-off matrix. To
this end we shall use

Lemma 3. Let us suppose that pnAint Sn is an ESAD.

Then the following hold:

(a) Equilibrium condition: for all pASn we have

½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Spnpn	 ¼ 0: ð8Þ

(b) Stability condition: for all pASn

½Sðpn � pÞpn	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	X0: ð9Þ

If for a pASnpapn in relation (9) equality holds then

2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 ¼ 0

and

½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 > 0: ð10Þ

For the Proof of Lemma 3, see the appendix.
Inequality (9) together with above regularity condi-

tion implies ½Sðpn � pÞpn	A½Sðpn � pÞpn	o0 for all pASn:
From Lemma 1 we already know that for all qASn

there exists pASn such that qn � q ¼ Sðpn � pÞpn:
This completes the proof of the stability condition
of ESS, since it is well-known that a qnAintSn is
an ESS if and only if for all qASn; qaqn we have
ðqn � qÞAqn ¼ 0 and ðqn � qÞAðqn � qÞo0; see Haigh
(1975).

Remark 3. The above regularity condition of the
phenotypic pay-off matrix can be guaranteed by the
following condition. Let us consider two individuals
with respective strategies x and y. Then the average
pay-off to these individuals is 1

2
ðxAy þ yAxÞ; or xBy

where B :¼ 1
2
ðAþ ATÞ: For this symmetric matrix B,

ðqn � qÞBðqn � qÞ ¼ 0 for some qn; qASn if and only if
Bðqn � qÞ ¼ 0: Hence, the above regularity condition of
the phenotypic pay-off matrix can be guaranteed
assuming that for all qASn; qaqn there exists a pure
strategy eiASn such that eiBqnaeiBq which means that
the average pay-off to ei against a qn-player is not equal
to the average pay-off to ei against a q-player.

3.2. Case of a pure ESAD

Now we investigate the case when the k-th vertex
is an ESAD. We need to show that for all qASn

we have ekAekXqAek; and if for some eiASn

with eiaekwe have ekAek ¼ eiAek then qnAq > qAq:
For this purpose we will discuss three possible cases
separately.

Case (A): Ak is dominant over all other alleles.
By Remark 1 we have Sðek � pÞek ¼ 0 ðpASnÞ: Each

xASn; xaek can be written in the form x ¼ ð1� eÞek þ
ep with some p belonging to the set C :¼ fp #ISnjpk ¼ 0g
and eA	0; 1	: Using equality Sðek � pÞek ¼ 0; it is easy to
see that

½Sðek � xÞx	 ¼ e2½Sðek � pÞp	 ¼ e2ðSekek � SppÞ

and

Sxx ¼ ð1� e2ÞSekek þ e2Spp:

Thus, inequality (1) reads

½Sðek � xÞx	A Sxx½ 	 ¼ e2f½Sekek � Spp	A½ð1� e2ÞSekek

þ e2Spp	g > 0:
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Thus, since ek is ESAD and Sðek � pÞek ¼ 0; we have

½Sekek � Spp	A½Sekek	X0; ð11Þ

and if here there is equality for some p then

½Sekek � Spp	A½Spp	 > 0:

Since the dominant-recessive inheritance guarantees
that each possible phenotype distribution can be reached
in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, phenotypic state ek ¼
Sekek is ESS, as well. (Observe that now, in this genetic
situation a strict pure ESS is also possible since in
inequality (11) may be strict.)

Case (B): Ak is recessive under all other alleles.
By Remark 1 we have Sðek � pÞeka0; ðpASn; paekÞ:

Here, we have three sub-cases:
(B1) Let us suppose that ½Sðek � pÞek	A½Sekek	 >

0 ðpASn; paekÞ: Then phenotype ek is a strict pure
ESS, since all phenotypic states can be reached as
Spek ¼

P
i eipi; since each pure phenotype is displayed

by a homozygote.
(B2) Suppose ½Sðek � pÞek	A½Sekek	 ¼ 0 ðpASnÞ: Since

ek is ESAD, for each ej½Sðek � ejÞek	A½Sekek	X0; as well.
Furthermore, ½Sðek � ejÞek	a0 ðjA1; n; jakÞ and

½Sðek � pÞek	A½Sekek	 ¼
P

j pi½Sðek � ejÞek	A½Sekek	 ¼ 0;

thus ½Sðek � ejÞek	A½Sekek	 ¼ 0 also holds. There-
fore, from this point on we can follow the reasoning
of the case of interior ESAD. Of course, here we must
also assume the regularity condition for the pay-off
matrix.
(B3) Suppose now that Sn splits up into subsets P1

and P2 such that the conditions of (B1) and (B2) hold in
P1 and P2; respectively. Since all phenotypic states can
be reached as Spek ¼

P
i eipi; reasoning for P1 is as in

case (B1) and for P2 as in (B2), we get that the
phenotypic state ek ¼ Sekek is an ESS.

Case (C): Ak is dominant over some allele(s) and
recessive under others.
Now each pASn belonging to a given neighbourhood

of ek can be written in the form p ¼ l1p1 þ l2p2 þ pkek;
where p1 and p2 satisfy conditions of (A) and (B),
respectively. In this decomposition l1; l2X0; l1 þ l2 þ
pk ¼ 1:
First we check the equilibrium condition of ESS.

From the equilibrium condition of ESAD (4) we already
know ½Sðek � pÞek	A½Sekek	X0; thus the equilibrium
condition of ESS holds for phenotypic distribution q2 :
¼ Sp2ek: If l2 ¼ l3 ¼ 0 then Sekek ¼ Sp1ek and we
already know that in this case the equilibrium condition
of ESS holds for phenotypic distribution q1 :¼ Sp1p1;
see inequality (11). Now the question arises whether any
phenotypic distribution q from an appropriate neigh-
bourhood of phenotype ek can be obtained as a convex
combination of ek; q1 ¼ Sp1p1 and q2 ¼ Sp2ek ¼P

i sikp2i ; where the summation index runs over all i

with Ai dominant over Ak: It can be shown that both

functions p1/q1 and p2/q2 map every sub-simplex
onto a sub-simplex. Thus each q near ek ¼ Sekek can be
decomposed as q ¼ l1q1 þ l2q2 þ lkek; where q1 and q2

belong to phenotypic sub-simplexes S1 and S2; respec-
tively, whereS1 andS2 are generated by allele distribu-
tions in which the non-zero components p

j
iðj ¼ 1; 2Þ

correspond to Ai recessive under Ak; with q1 ¼ Sp1p1;
and to Ai dominant over Ak; with q2 ¼ Sp2ek;

respectively. Since each allele is either dominant over
or recessive under Ak, every phenotypic image can be
obtained as a convex combination of elements of these
sub-simplexes.
We note that if l2a0 then in the equilibrium

condition of ESS strict inequality holds for phenotypic
distribution q2 :¼ Sp2ek: Similarly, if l1a0 and strict
inequality holds in Eq. (11) then in the equilibrium
condition of ESS strict inequality holds for phenotypic
distribution q1 :¼ Sp1p1:
Now suppose that l1a0; moreover, equality

condition holds in the equilibrium condition of
ESAD (4), and (11) satisfies for all allele distributions.
Similarly to the reasoning of (B2), it is easy to
see that

ISekekmAISekekm ¼ISekp2mAISekekm

¼ISp1p1mAISekekm

This means that the equilibrium condition of ESS is
satisfied since every phenotypic distribution is generated
either by Sp1p1 or by Sp2ek: Assuming the regularity
condition for the pay-off matrix, an easy calculation
shows that the dominant term on the left-hand side
of inequality (3) is ISekðp � ekÞmAISekðp � ekÞm ¼
l3ISekðp3 � ekÞmAISekðp3 � ekÞm which is strictly
positive since ek is ESAD (see the reasoning of
(B2)).
The remaining case is when all possibilities occur:

p ¼ l0p11 þ l1p12 þ l2p21 þ l3p22 þ pkek; where p11 and
p12 satisfy (A) with equality in Eq. (11) and inequality in
Eq. (11), respectively, while p21 and p22 fulfil conditions
of (B1) and (B2), respectively. In this decomposition
l0; l1; l2; l3Z0; l0 þ l1 þ l2 þ l3 þ pk ¼ 1:
As we have seen, each phenotypic distribution q from

an appropriate neighbourhood of phenotype ek can be
obtained as a convex combination of ek; q1i ¼ Sp1ip1i

and q2i ¼ Sp2iek ¼
P

j sjkp2ij ði ¼ 1; 2Þ; where the sum-
mation index runs over all j with Aj dominant over Ak:
Again, all functions of type p1i/q1i and p2i/q2i map
every sub-simplex onto a sub-simplex. Similarly to the
above reasoning every phenotypic image can be
obtained as a convex combination of elements of these
sub-simplexes.
Let us consider now a phenotypic state q; which

contains components either q11 ¼ Sp11p11 or q21 ¼
Sp21ek: For this q equality holds in the equilibrium
condition of ESS and by the regularity condition
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stability condition of ESS is valid. (See the reasoning of
case 3.1.)
If phenotypic state q contains components either

q12 ¼ Sp12p12 or q22 ¼ Sp22ek; then for q strict inequality
holds in the equilibrium condition of ESS.
Furthermore, for phenotypic states generated by

either l1 > 0 or l3 > 0 strict inequality holds in the
equilibrium condition of ESS.

3.3. Case of a semi-mixed ESAD

Now the ESAD pn lies in the interior of a sub-
simplex. Based on Remark 2, each pASn belonging to a
given neighbourhood of pn can be written in the following
form:

p ¼ l1p1 þ l2p2ðl1; l2; l3X0þ l3p3l1 þ l2 þ l3 ¼ 1Þ;

where p1 lies in the same sub-simplex as pn: Furthermore
for p2 and p3 we have ½Sðpn � p2Þpn	A½Spnpn	 > 0 and
½Sðpn � p3Þpn	A½Spnpn	 ¼ 0; respectively, moreover for
i ¼ 2; 3; pi ‘‘contains’’ only alleles not represented in
ESAD and Sðpn � piÞpna0: Again, vectors pi

(i ¼ 1; 2; 3) are in different allelic sub-simplexes and all
these sub-simplexes are mapped onto different phenotypic
sub-simplexes of the same dimension, in which we already
know that the conditions of ESS are valid. Now let us see
the mixed cases.

1. Suppose that l2a0: Then for all q2 :¼ Sp2pn we have
strict inequality in the equilibrium condition of ESS.
Since the latter condition is linear in q; strict
inequality holds in it.

2. Assume now that l2 ¼ 0: Then the reasoning of the
pure ESAD applies. Thus, for the phenotypic image
of p ¼ l1p1 þ l3p3 there is equality in the equilibrium
condition of ESS and strict inequality holds in the
stability condition of the ESS.

According to Remark 2, the final question is whether
all phenotypic distributions can be reached either by q :
¼ Spp; with p ¼ l1p1 þ l3p3; or by q :¼ Sp2pn: Since
each of these functions maps sub-simplex onto sub-
simplex, in case 2 the stability condition of the
ESS is valid in the image of sub-simplex corresponding
to p ¼ l1p1 þ l3p3: Thus only in the phenotypic image
of the allele sub-simplex of p2 may miss some
phenotypic distribution q: Let us consider an ek of
the allelic sub-simplex of p2: We already know that
Sðpn � ekÞpna0; see Remark 2. There are two possibi-
lities:

(a) There exist at least one allele Al represented in the
sub-simplex of p1 which is recessive under allele Ak.
Then Sðpn � ekÞpn ¼

P
i;j

i;jak

sijp
n
i pn

j �
P

i
iak
ial

sikpn
i �

skkpn
l : Thus there is a perturbation direction in the

phenotypic simplex pointing to the vertex ek:

(b) All alleles Al represented in the sub-simplex of p1

are dominant over allele Ak: Then Sðpn � ekÞpn is in
the tangent space of the image of the sub-simplex of
p1; which is a contradiction since in the equilibrium
condition of the ESAD there can not be equality
and strict inequality at the same time.

4. Conclusion

In the literature a widely studied question is the
following: when will the result of evolution be the same
in sexual and asexual populations? In the present paper
we have investigated the role of the inheritance system in
this problem. The results of Sections 2 and 3, can be
summed up in the following

Theorem 2. Let us suppose that in a sexual population

with a dominant–recessive inheritance system, n

alleles at one locus determine n possible pure individual

phenotypes, and each pure phenotype is realized by a

homozygote. Let pnASn be an ESAD and qn :¼ Spnpn:
Then

(a) qn satisfies the equilibrium condition of ESS.

(b) If for the phenotypic pay-off matrix regularity

condition ðqn � qÞAðqn � qÞa0 ðqASn; qaqnÞ holds then

qn is also an ESS.

The biological meaning of Theorems 1 and 2 can be
summarized as follows. Let us suppose that in a sexual
population with a dominant–recessive inheritance sys-
tem, n alleles at one locus determine n possible pure
individual phenotypes, and each pure phenotype is
realized by a homozygote.
The first result is, if a phenotype distribution is an

ESS then the allele distribution generating it is an
ESAD.
The second result is that, under certain regularity

condition on the pay-off matrix (see Remark 3
for its biological interpretation), the inverse statement
also holds. Namely, if an allele distribution is an
ESAD then the corresponding phenotype distri-
bution is an ESS. In the main body of this paper we
started out from the population-genetic notion of an
ESAD. We found that under the condition of a
dominant–recessive inheritance, ESAD generically im-
plies ESS.
The main lesson of this paper is that from the

conditions of ESAD, for its phenotypic image
the formal criteria of ESS can be easily derived for
any phenotypic state generated by an allelic state.
Therefore, the main problem is whether all nearby
phenotypic states are generated by the genotype–
phenotype correspondence. We have shown that the
dominant–recessive inheritance system is able to ‘‘scan’’
all phenotypic states near the ‘‘candidate’’ ESS. This
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result suggests that for the allelic and phenotypic
selection to produce the same terminal state, even in
more general genetic situations, the basic condition must
be that the sexual population is able to display all the
necessary phenotypic states.
Finally, we notice that the genetic background of

behavioural phenotypes in natural populations is largely
unknown. Dominant–recessive inheritance, however,
seems to play an important role in this field. For
example the inheritance of territorial behaviour (aggres-
sion and fear) in the desert spider Agelenopsis Aperta

was modelled by two autosomal loci with dominant–
recessive alleles, interacting with a sex-linked locus, see
Riechert and Maynard Smith (1989).
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. Denote by S0 the restriction of
function S to the interior of the simplex. By Garay
and Garay (1998) Proposition 1, S0 is a diffeomorphism
(it has a continuously differentiable inverse). Since
the considered population is Mendelian (in parti-
cular, sij ¼ sji), the i-th row of the derivative
matrix D of function S0 at pnAint Sn can be written as
diðpnÞ ¼ 2

P
j sijp

n
j : Since S0 is a diffeomorphism, the

derivative of S0 at pn is also non-singular, for each
phenotypic state qASn; qaqn there exist pASn and
cARþ such that

Dðpn � pÞ ¼ Spnðpn � pÞ ¼ cðqn � qÞ;

which completes the proof. &

Proof of Lemma 3. Notice that all x from a neighbour-
hood of pn can be written in the form x ¼ ð1� eÞpn þ ep
where eARþ and p belongs to the set

C :¼ fpASnjpi¼ 0for sameiAsuppðp�Þg

Since A½Spnpn	 ¼ l1 and the coordinates of
vector Spnðpn � pÞ sum to zero, we have
½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Spnpn	 ¼ 0: Thus, inequality (3) reads

2½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ef2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	g

þ e2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 > 0:

This inequality implies (9). If in Eq. (9) there is equality
then Eq. (3) can be written as

2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	

þ e½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 > 0:

Thus, we have

2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	X0:

Now suppose that this inequality is strict for a pASn;
papn: Then for x :¼ pn � eðpn � pÞ inequality (1) does
not hold for sufficiently small e > 0: Since pnAint Sn;
xASn for e > 0 small enough. Thus we have

2½Sðpn � pÞðp � pnÞ	A½Spnðp � pnÞ	

þ ½Spnðpn � pÞ	A½Sðp � pnÞðp � pnÞ	 ¼ 0;

which implies Eq. (10). &
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